STAY CONNECTED
TEXT MESSAGE ALERT SYSTEM

Text **BLDG1** to 84483 to receive alerts about building updates such as pool closings, power outages and other updates.

Text **SWIMLESSONSATTHEY** to 84483 to receive alerts about swim lesson cancellations.

Text **YKIDS** to 84483 to receive alerts about YKids such as weather related, payment information and program updates.

Text **LAP12SWIM** to 84483 to receive alerts about pool lane closures.

Text **YYOGA** to 84483 to receive alerts about Yoga class cancellations.

Text **LANDFITNESS** to 84483 to receive alerts about adult land fitness class cancellations.

Text **AQPOOL** to 84483 to receive alerts about adult aquatic fitness class cancellations or changes.

Text **OCYSWIMTEAM** to 84483 to receive alerts about OCY Tiger Sharks & OCY Dolphin Summer League Swim Team cancellations.

It is quick and easy to do and it will notify participants in a timely manner.